
Introduction
The number of resolved three-dimen-

sional (3D) structures of biological molecules
and complexes imaged at atomic resolu-
tion is increasing every year. These struc-
tures are obtained from large ensembles of
molecules in the same configuration. Oc-
casionally, it has been possible to arrest
biomolecules in different configurations
and consequently resolve the structure of
the different states. However, it is still dif-
ficult to assess the dynamic changes in these
nanomachines during their functional cy-
cles. In order for researchers to observe
biomolecules at work, the biomolecules
must reside in a physiological environment
in which they can carry out their cycles. For
soluble proteins, this is a physiological
buffer, while membrane proteins also need
to be embedded in a lipid bilayer. The
atomic force microscope (AFM)1 is still the
only instrument that provides subnano-
meter spatial resolution and that can be
operated with the sample in solution. This
makes it an important characterization tool
for biological samples, despite the limitation
that it can only provide information on the
structure and dynamics of the sample sur-
face. Progress has been achieved by opti-
mizing sample preparation2–5 and image

acquisition methods6,7 and by continuous
development of the instrumentation8–11 (see
sidebar article).

Topographs of the surfaces of biomole-
cules acquired by AFM reveal the objects
in their most native state. The high signal-
to-noise ratio provided by this technique
allows submolecular features to be dis-
cerned on single biomolecules. Moreover,
structural variations at their surfaces can be
detected that correspond to conformational
changes of the molecule at work. In addi-
tion, the AFM stylus is a nanotool that allows
single molecules to be manipulated—for
example, biomolecules can be tethered be-
tween the stylus and the support and un-
folded as the stylus-to-support distance is
increased. The forces and associated dis-
tances measured during this process give
novel information on the nature and posi-
tion of molecular interactions and on the
forces that stabilize the biomolecules in their
configurations. In this review, we discuss the
application of AFM as a tool for imaging and
manipulating single molecules.

DLVO Forces
To achieve high resolution, topographs

are recorded with the sample in a buffer

solution. In this case, mainly electrostatic
and van der Waals forces govern the tip–
sample interactions. In biological systems
measured in aqueous solution, van der Waals
interactions do not depend on the ionic
strength; they decay rapidly and are always
attractive. Electrostatic interactions result
from hydrophilic surfaces that are often
charged in water. These interactions are 
long-range and can be attractive or repul-
sive, depending on the sign of the surface
charges, which in turn depends on the pH.
Since the Si3N4 stylus is negatively charged
at neutral pH, and protein layers are often
negatively charged as well, the electrostatic
forces are in most instances repulsive. The
surface charges can be screened with elec-
trolytes, and the electrolyte concentration
determines the decay of the electrostatic in-
teractions. In this way, the interactions can
be controlled.

The DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey,
and Overbeek) theory describes these forces
quantitatively and allows the interactions
between a spherical tip and a planar sample
to be modeled, providing clues to opti-
mizing the conditions.6 At optimal condi-
tions, the tip surfs on a cushion of
electrostatic repulsion, while a small 
asperity on the tip contacts the sample
without inducing deformation.6 Figure 1
illustrates this situation, showing the
changes in the repulsive electrostatic
forces between the stylus and the sample
resulting from changes in the ionic strength.
If the ionic strength is too low (Figure 1b,
top curve, 20 mM KCl), there is a large
electrostatic repulsion before contact is
achieved. If the ionic strength is too high
(Figure 1b, bottom curve, 100 mM KCl
with 50 mM MgCl2), the electrostatic force
has a shorter range than the van der Waals
attraction, and the tip is pulled into the
surface. In both cases, high-resolution
topographs cannot be recorded at mini-
mal force conditions.

Imaging
When operating commercial AFMs

under optimal conditions, the surfaces of
biomolecules can be contoured routinely
at a lateral resolution of �1 nm and a ver-
tical resolution of �0.1 nm.

Figure 2 shows an image of the extracel-
lular surface of a purple membrane crystal, a
natural two-dimensional (2D) crystal com-
posed of bacteriorhodopsin (bR) trimers (see
the outlined trimer unit in Figure 2a) and
lipids.12 The topograph shows the confor-
mation of the extracellular surface of bR
scanned in a physiological buffer solution.
Structural details in the trimer can be clearly
distinguished. The 2D power spectrum of
this topograph (Figure 2b) gives a good in-
dication of the resolution obtained in such an
image. Many diffraction spots are visible
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beyond (1 nm)�1 (dashed semicircle) in the
power spectrum, with spots corresponding
to a real-space resolution of 0.46 nm (e.g.,
the diffraction spot circled in Figure 2b).13

Figure 3 shows the cytoplasmic surface
of bR. The major protrusions are at the pe-

riphery of the trimers and protrude 0.8 nm
out of the membrane. These protrusions
reflect the E–F loop connecting transmem-
brane helices E and F (marked with a
dashed ellipse in Figures 3b–d, see also Fig-
ure 5c).14 Smaller protrusions reflect the
shorter A–B loop connecting helices A and
B (marked with a solid circle in Fig-
ures 3b–d). A third loop, connecting he-
lices C and D, is hidden by the large E–F
loop. To record this image, the force ap-

plied to the stylus was approximately 50 pN,
preventing a force-induced conforma-
tional change of the E–F loop. This loop is
known to deform when the force is in-
creased to �100 pN, thereby changing the
conformation of the bR surface.15 Inter-
estingly, observations of different atomic
models from x-ray crystallography show
that the variation of this region is pro-
nounced: the E–F loop is involved in the
contacts leading to the 3D crystals, and its
conformation is dictated by the 3D pack-
ing arrangement of the bR molecules. Al-
though all the bR trimers are identical in
the 2D crystal displayed in Figure 3a, their
surface structure varies significantly.
These changes are related to the flexibility
of the bR surface rather than any noise in-
troduced by the AFM. The flexibility of the
surface lowers the resolution of the en-
semble, but structural details of each trimer
are still discernable. The variations in the
trimer structure can be used to calculate
the probability of finding a certain loop at
a certain position (x,y) by mapping the
corresponding peak positions of all indi-
vidual bR trimers.16 The E–F loop, which
exhibits significant flexibility, is more de-
localized than the A–B loop, which occu-
pies a more defined position. The signal about
the threefold axis results from a lipid
molecule protruding 0.1 nm, which is only
occasionally visible in the raw data, but 
if present, is precisely localized in the center
of the trimer. Therefore, a strong signal
emerges in the probability map (Figure 3c),
whereas no signal is present in the average
(Figure 3b). Precise localization of a surface
feature suggests that the corresponding
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Figure 2. Atomic force microscope
imaging at high resolution. (a) The
extracellular surface of a purple
membrane crystal, which consists of
regularly packed bacteriorhodopsin
(bR) trimers (one trimer is outlined in
white) and lipid molecules.The height
represented by the lightest areas of the
gray scale is 0.8 nm. (b) The
corresponding two-dimensional power
spectrum in reciprocal space.The dashed
half-circle is at (1 nm)�1, and the small
circle marks a diffraction spot at
(0.46 nm)�1.

Figure 1.Tip–sample forces. (a) Schematic representation of the dominant forces on a tip in
close proximity to a sample surface. (b) Force (y axis) versus distance (x axis) curves recorded
on an extracellular purple membrane surface consisting of regularly packed bacteriorhodopsin
(bR) trimers and lipid molecules. Data were obtained for different electrolyte concentrations
at pH � 7.6. Force–distance curves were recorded during the approach of the sample and
the AFM tip. Scan frequency, 1.97 Hz; scan range, 50 nm (512 pixels); the vertical bar
denotes a force of 400 pN. Arrows labeled “(1)” mark the onset of measurable electrostatic
repulsion, whereas arrows labeled “(2)” indicate the point of contact between tip and
sample. At the circled areas labeled “(3),” the cantilever is pulled into the sample by the 
van der Waals force.

Figure 3. Atomic force microscope image of protein dynamics. (a) Cytoplasmic surface of a
purple membrane crystal.The height represented by the lightest areas of the gray scale is
0.8 nm. (b) Average configuration of 1403 trimers. (c) Probability map showing the
probability p to find a maximum at a given position (x,y). (d) The corresponding energy
landscape. (b)–(d) have frame sizes of 7.7 nm, and the energy in (d) represented by the full
gray scale is �E � 4.5kT. See text for details.



structure is stabilized in a deeper potential
well than a floppy feature, which may ex-
hibit pronounced thermal motion. The 
position probability map p(x,y) is readily
converted to a free-energy landscape G
using Boltzmann’s law:

, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is
the absolute temperature. The energy land-
scape of the cytoplasmic side of bR is shown
in Figure 3d. This information relies on the
capability of AFM to address individual
molecules with sufficiently high resolution
and signal-to-noise ratio.

To learn more about the structure and
functioning of membrane proteins, it is im-
portant to study them in their functional
form. This is best achieved by studying
the proteins under native or near-native
biological conditions (ideally, in their native
membranes). The AFM is currently the only
instrument that allows imaging under these
conditions in combination with a resolu-
tion of �2 nm. Recently, AFM images of
the disc membranes of rodent retinas have
elucidated the arrangement of rhodopsin
molecules that pack in rows of dimers17

(Figure 4), in contrast to early optical studies.

G�x,y� � �kBT ln� p�x,y��
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Figure 4. Atomic force microscope
imaging of native membranes:
paracrystalline organization of
rhodopsin in native disc membranes of
rodent retinas. Most of the rhodopsin
molecules are present in dimers (see
areas marked by dotted ellipses),
although monomers are occasionally
observed as well (indicated by
arrowheads).The height represented by
the lightest areas of the gray scale is
1.6 nm.

Figure 5. Assessing topology and the secondary structure of membrane proteins by
single-molecule force spectroscopy. (a) Typical force–extension curve recorded while
unfolding an individual bR molecule from native purple membrane.The force curve can be
divided into major peaks (with fitted curves) and minor peaks (arrows).The fitted lengths of
the major peaks, expressed in number of amino acids (aa), are given above the curves.
(b) Schematic illustration of the origin of the major peaks as the pairwise unfolding of
transmembrane �-helices. (c) Sequence of bR in one-letter symbols of the amino acids.The
full and half-circles represent stabilizing amino acids derived from the fitted lengths (in aa
units, counted from the C-terminus, COOH) of major and minor peaks in force–extension
curves. By counting the aa units in each schematic in (b) from the aa number of the
C-terminus in (c), 248, the aa positions marked by the four half-circles at the tops of the
cylinders in (c) are obtained.



In addition, topographs of the native photo-
synthetic membrane of Rhodopseudomonas
viridis bacteria have revealed the molecular
organization of the photosynthetic core
complex.18

The examples shown were recorded at
minimal forces (�100 pN) to prevent de-

formation of the molecules, which would
cause a reduction in resolution. However,
at higher forces, the stylus may be used as a
nanoscalpel to disrupt supramolecular as-
semblies.19 In this case, the force applied to
the tip is increased to 0.75–10 nN, de-
pending on the desired level of disruption.

Quite small forces (typically 1 nN) are suffi-
cient to separate stacked layers of mem-
branes or 2D crystals.20–22 Even smaller
forces and repeated scanning at high mag-
nification suffice to push away extrinsic
proteins that are specifically complexed to
an integral membrane protein.18,23–25
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Process and Experimental Setup
In atomic force microscopy (AFM), a

map of the surface topography of a material
is recorded by raster-scanning a sample
below the tip, or stylus, of a probe attached
to a flexible cantilever within the micro-
scope. The tip follows the contours of the
sample, and with an optical system, the
deflection of the cantilever can be resolved
to better than 0.1 nm accuracy.

In contact-mode imaging (see Figure),
the deflection signal is coupled to a feed-
back loop that displaces the sample or the
cantilever vertically in order to maintain a
constant cantilever deflection. With mod-
ern instruments and an appropriate can-
tilever, stable contact-mode imaging is
possible at forces of about 50 pN, provided
that the sample is in an aqueous solution.

Alternatively, it is possible to oscillate
the cantilever during scanning, intermit-
tently touching the sample. The cyclic con-
tact reduces the amplitude of the oscillation
and gives a phase shift. Using the oscilla-
tion amplitude for feedback (Figure, b) al-
lows scanning at a lower lateral force than
in contact-mode imaging, which is particu-
larly interesting for the study of single par-
ticles. By measuring the oscillation phase
(Figure, c), information on the sample stiff-
ness can be acquired. 

The experimental setup of an atomic
force microscope is shown in (d), which al-
lows scanning of a sample in a buffer so-
lution. With a typical cantilever (Figure, e),
forces from slightly less than 50 pN to 
2000 pN can be measured. Tethering bio-
molecules between the support and the tip
allows the recording of force–distance spec-
tra as the tip–support distance is increased.
To record such force–distance curves, the
tip approaches the sample vertically and
is then retracted until a molecule has at-
tached to it. In the case of crystalline protein

layers such as protein-packed membranes
or bacterial surface layers, biomolecules can
be removed from the layer (“unzipping”
them).1 Acquisition of high-resolution im-
ages before and after the unzipping of a
biomolecule allows the result of the unzip-
ping event (a hole) to be directly visualized.

Cantilevers and Tips: Parameters
and Optimization

Cantilevers for AFM are produced by 
microfabrication. The geometry (shape,
length l, width w, and thickness t), density
(�), and elasticity modulus (E) dictate the
mechanical properties of a cantilever,
generally expressed by the spring constant 
(kL) and the resonance frequency ( f0) in 
vacuum:

(1)

and

. (2)

Here, c is a shape-dependent constant
that amounts to c � 0.164 for a rectangular
cantilever. For imaging biological samples
in contact mode, the spring constant of the
cantilever should be taken as between 0.01
N/m and 0.1 N/m. The resonance fre-
quency for these cantilevers ranges from 5
kHz to 50 kHz in vacuum and is slightly
lower in air. When operating the cantilever
in an aqueous solution, the resonance 
frequency is reduced by a factor of 2–5.
For example, a conventional rectangular
silicon nitride cantilever (E � 129 GPa, 
� � 3440 kg/m3)2 with l � 100 �m, 
w � 40 �m, and t � 0.4 �m has a spring
constant of kL � 0.08 N/m and a resonance
frequency in vacuum of f0 � 40 kHz.

f0 �
ct�E/�

l2

kL � �1
4��Ewt3

l3 �

Another parameter characterizing the
cantilever is the quality factor Q, which is
defined by the stored energy W0 and the
total energy loss per oscillation cycle �W:2 

. (3)

In high vacuum, Q is a true cantilever
parameter because the energy losses result
from internal damping mechanisms.2,3

However, in air or in fluid, hydrodynamic
damping by the surrounding medium
dominates the energy losses.2–4 While
suitable contact-mode cantilevers have a
quality factor of Q � 10–100 in air, typical
values drop down to Q � 1–5 when the
cantilevers are operated in fluid. 

The resonance frequency and quality fac-
tor can be determined from the noise in 
the deflection signal,5 even when no oscil-
lation mode is available. The thermal
noise spectrum of the cantilever in water or
air can be obtained by recording the de-
flection signal without a sample in close
proximity and at a sampling rate that is at
least twice the resonance frequency of the
cantilever. 

The kL value can be calculated from the
amplitude (in nm) of the thermal deflection
noise, using the fluctuation method.6 To
obtain this amplitude, the deflection signal
(usually a voltage) needs to be calibrated.
Alternatively, the spring constant can be
derived from the f0 and Q values of the
cantilever, together with its top-view
dimensions.7 Calibration of the deflection
signal is not required in this case. The
method assumes that the energy losses 
are dominated by the hydrodynamic
damping, implying that the density and
viscosity of the surrounding medium (air 
or liquid) are known. This method7 was
derived for rectangular cantilevers, but 
can be extended to different shapes as 
well if a reference cantilever is avail-
able.7,8 Both methods6,7 give an uncertainty
of �20%.

The minimum force (Fmin) that a canti-
lever can measure is ultimately limited by
the thermal noise of the cantilever. This
can be expressed as a function of the spring
constant, resonance frequency, and quality
factor, or in the case of vacuum, as a func-
tion of the dimensions of the cantilever
and the quality factor:

Q � 2�W0	�W

Atomic Force Microscopy:
Instrumentation Overview



Single-Molecule Force
Spectroscopy

Tethering single biological molecules
between an AFM tip and the supporting
surface allows the force–distance relation-
ship of a protein to be measured. This ap-
proach was used to characterize forces that

mediate molecular recognition as well as to
demonstrate the correlation between fold-
ing patterns and unfolding forces.26–33 Mod-
els such as the worm-like chain (WLC)
model, which were originally developed to 
describe the molecular compliance of poly-
mers, were applied to the discrete unfold-

ing events of single proteins to give 
information on chain lengths and disruption
forces. Such forced unfolding experiments
performed on water-soluble proteins such
as fibronectin and titin26,28,31 showed that
these proteins unfold in an all-or-nothing
event with no intermediate states. In rare

Atomic Force Microscopy of Biological Samples
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, (4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute temperature, and B is the meas-
urement bandwidth.2 For a cantilever with
kL � 0.08 N/m and assuming f0 � 10 kHz
and Q � 2 in fluid, operated at room tem-
perature with a sampling rate equal to the
resonance frequency (i.e., B � 10 kHz),
Equation 4 gives a minimal detectable force
of about 10 pN. 

 � 
�kBTB
2� ��wt2

lQc��4 E�

 Fmin � 
�4kBTB
2� �� kL

f0Q�
This equation helps to optimize cantilever

dimensions to achieve high force sensitivity
within the boundary conditions determined
by kL (0.01–0.1 N/m) and the limitations of
microfabrication. In addition, a high f0
value is desirable, to allow high recording
speeds for observing real-time dynamics.

Both goals—a better force sensitivity and
a higher measurement speed—can be
achieved by reducing the cantilever dimen-
sions. For example, a 20-�m-long rec-
tangular cantilever with w � 5 �m and 
t � 0.16 �m has a 10	 higher resonance
frequency in vacuum than the conventional
100-�m-long rectangular cantilever men-
tioned earlier, while exhibiting the same kL
value (0.08 N/m). Thus, in contact mode,

the sensitivity of the smaller cantilever is 
enhanced by a factor of three when operated
at the same bandwidth as a conventional
cantilever. Alternatively, the measurement
speed can be increased by a factor of 10
without an increase in the thermal noise.

Another parameter of the cantilever is
tip sharpness. Although suppliers specify
tip radii of no better than 10–50 nm, topo-
graphs of flat biological surfaces with a
resolution of better than 1 nm have been
routinely acquired.9–12 Provided that
long-range interactions (e.g., electrostatic
forces) are compensated for, only the short-
range forces determine the tip–sample in-
teraction. Consequently, only the tip atoms
nearest the sample determine the lateral
resolution, which is considerably smaller
than would be expected based on the tip
radius only. The tips employed in the high-
resolution (1 nm or better) topographs
most likely had a small asperity that pro-
truded sufficiently to contour the finest sur-
face structures. Such a small asperity can
exert a prohibitively high pressure on the
underlying structure, inducing its defor-
mation. However, as explained in the main
article, electrolytes can be used to adjust
the tip–sample interactions, provided
that the electrostatic forces are repulsive. 
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cases, however, intermittent unfolding steps
could be detected in titin.34

Force spectroscopy has been extended to
proteins that are embedded in 2D layers.
The combination of single-molecule imag-
ing and force spectroscopy allows individ-
ual proteins to be manipulated in a
controlled manner and molecular interac-
tions to be measured.19 This method pro-
vides a surprisingly detailed insight into
forces that stabilize the protein fold in the
layer.35,36 Statistical analysis of unfolding
spectra of bR36 (see Figure 5) or of human
aquaporin-137 (a cell membrane water
channel) revealed that single membrane
proteins choose individual but highly re-
producible unfolding pathways, showing
intermediate states related to their secondary
structures. Individual potential barriers in
the protein sequence (full- and half-circle
areas in Figure 5c) were determined from
chain length fits. Each potential barrier ex-
hibits a specific probability of appearing
in the unfolding pathway. Accordingly,
unfolding of both individual and pairs of
transmembrane helical segments are pos-
sible for these two membrane proteins.
Most surprisingly, the probability for a
particular unfolding pathway depends on
local changes in the protein structure36 and
on the environment.38

Perspectives
Progress in instrumentation and sample

preparation methods have opened avenues
to image, manipulate, and assess the
nanomechanics of single molecules. Such
novel experimental possibilities find a wide
range of applications in the study of the
structure and function of biomolecules,
the building blocks of life. While the large
signal-to-noise ratio and resolution of the
atomic force microscope allows the con-
formational states of single-protein surfaces
to be probed at a lateral and vertical reso-
lution of 0.4–1 nm and 0.1–0.2 nm, respec-
tively, the force sensitivity (�20 pN) of
this instrument also opens the door to
measure the forces required to unfold a
single protein. An unprecedented insight
into the nature of intra- and intermolecular
interactions in and between biomolecules
is achieved by combining single-molecule
imaging and force spectroscopy.

To enable real-time recording of the con-
formational changes of biomolecules dur-
ing their functional cycles, further progress
in instrumentation is required to increase
the measurement speed. This progress in-
cludes the development of faster scanners,39

smaller cantilevers,40–42 and new deflection
sensors that are capable of handling the
minute cantilevers at high speed.10,42–44

These instrumental developments—for
example, smaller cantilevers and better

deflection sensors—will also further reduce
the detection noise, allowing imaging at
lower resolution, better-resolved forces, 
and force spectroscopy with improved
force resolution (again, see the sidebar on 
instrumentation).

Another instrumental development is in
the area of multifunctional cantilevers. Here,
the aim is the design of cantilevers that com-
bine the high spatial resolution of the AFM
with the capability of applying local stimuli
to the sample or to locally detect addi-
tional signals. The most straightforward
example is a cantilever that is electrically
conductive.45,46 Such cantilevers enable the
study of conformational changes in proteins
as a function of the applied voltage be-
tween the cantilever tip and the support.
This could, for example, help researchers
to better understand the opening/closing
mechanism of ion channels. In addition,
electron tunneling through reaction-center
complexes can be studied. Other types of
multifunctional cantilevers include ones that
can locally deliver light (i.e., cantilevered
scanning near-field optical microscopy
probes)47,48 or ions (i.e., cantilevered pi-
pettes).49,50 The limitation and big challenge
in the design of all of these cantilevers are
that the spring constant, resonance fre-
quency, and tip quality should be com-
parable to those of conventional cantilevers
that are currently used for imaging in order
to maintain the high spatial resolution in
combination with the added functionality.
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